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CHAIRPERSON’S
MESSAGE

Forward Beyond Limits
In the past year, “business as usual” has ceased to be an option for us at the Foundation for a Sustainable Society,
Inc. (FSSI) and much so for our partner social enterprises (SEs). We have dealt with fickle quarantine rules,
waves of COVID-19 surges, fast-tracked digitalization, and worsening climate with super typhoons becoming
more frequent and powerful, leaving catastrophic damages in communities. Oftentimes, Filipino resilience is
romanticized, if not abused by the lack of systemic reforms that would address these persistent concerns. It
is in this context that we navigated through the second year of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Year 2021 was not good for our finances. We ended with a comprehensive loss of Php 19 million, primarily due
to additional provision for expected credit losses. We were also not spared from the volatility of the market,
causing a decline in the valuation of some of our investments.
Nevertheless, this did not deter us from extending our much-needed services to social enterprises. We have seen
a mild upturn in the demand for financial services by our SE partners. In 2021, with careful consideration, we
have supported 29 social enterprises, including seven new partners and 18 new projects through investments
amounting to Php 149 million. There was a recorded Php 17 million increase in developmental deposits and a
Php 10 million increase in loan releases compared to the previous year.
In this report, we share the steps that FSSI and our partners took towards adaptability and recovery in such
an unstable year. We put emphasis on how we took our experience of the COVID-19 pandemic and translated
these into policies, projects, and activities that respond to the needs of the times.
At FSSI, with health protocols in place, our staff have slowly returned to office and are now implementing a hybrid
and flexible work arrangement. We have developed a Disaster Risk Reduction Roadmap that outlines long-term
capacity development needs to ensure unhampered delivery of services in crisis situations. Throughout the
year, learning sessions were held on topics related to digitalization and COVID-19 recovery. Most importantly,
our new investments are placed in social enterprises that support pandemic recovery particularly in the areas
of financial services, agri-financing, crops production, manufacturing, and trading of agricultural products. Two
are specifically engaged in financial technology, highlighting the importance and viability of the digital economy.
As a local impact investor of the Investing in Women (IW) project, an initiative of the Australian Government,
we have supported two women-led cooperatives through a co-investment arrangement with our member
organization, the Federation of Peoples’ Sustainable Development Cooperative (FPSDC). Supporting womenowned and -led social enterprises (WSEs) is essential for post-pandemic recovery, and we are thankful to IW
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and FPSDC for this partnership. Recognizing this, we have also formalized a Gender Team within FSSI. The team
will ensure that our support to WSEs will be sustained and expanded beyond the IW project.
In 2021, we also made a difficult but informed decision to safeguard the sustainability of the organization.
In September, we closed down our fully owned subsidiary, the Pilipinas Ecofiber Corporation (PEC). PEC was
acquired by FSSI in 2006. Regrettably, the enterprise suffered losses for most years after that. There were efforts
to turnaround PEC in late 2019 by focusing on certain products, but this was met by the outbreak of COVID-19
in 2020. Despite this setback, FSSI remains genuinely committed to support our coconut farmers through our
financial and capacity building services.
Apart from many challenges and long-term effects posed by COVID-19, 2021 inauspiciously ended with the
onslaught of Typhoon Odette in the Caraga Region and parts of the Visayas and Palawan. Even months after
the typhoon, many of the affected communities are still rebuilding. Among our SE partners, the Compostela
Market Vendors Multi-Purpose Cooperative (COMAVEMCO), based in the coastal municipality of Compostela in
Cebu, was on the path of Typhoon Odette. We share with you in this Annual Report the cooperative’s experience
in building back from the typhoon and the COVID-19 pandemic. Their story exemplifies our desire to constantly
push the envelope and emerge strong from this pandemic.
There are indeed various reasons that adaptability has been most crucial in the past year. It was also something
that I, personally, had to be able to do. In October, as its new representative to the FSSI General Assembly, I
assumed the post of the National Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO) as Chairperson of the FSSI Board.
NATCCO’s Board of Directors had asked my predecessor, Ms. Sylvia “Ibing” O. Paraguya, to focus more on the
internal work of NATCCO. Despite being new to FSSI, I took on the responsibility and challenge of continuing
as Chairperson. It was an unusual but fruitful term. I express my gratitude to Ibing for setting the standards of
leadership in NATCCO’s term in the FSSI Board. For my part, I am grateful to have been able to contribute to
FSSI’s long history of aiding marginalized communities through the work that we do.
I am also honored that it is in my incumbency as Chairperson of FSSI that the book commemorating its 25th
anniversary was published. The book, excerpts of which are also available in this report, marked the closing of
the Foundation’s Silver Anniversary in September 2021. It lays down the milestones and learnings of FSSI in the
past 25 years -- lessons that now guide us in these difficult times.
As we look forward to the election year in 2022, we also express hopes for transformative change and good
governance that will set a clear trajectory for pandemic recovery, put forth the interests of those most vulnerable,
and recognize and support social enterprises as partners in this endeavor of poverty reduction and empowerment
of communities. It is from this perspective then that we usher the long journey ahead, and reach for the golden
milestone through the Foundation’s next 25 years - with a clear vision of constantly pushing forward in serving
social enterprises, beyond limits.

Martin “Mart” Lasaga III
Chairperson

Forward Beyond Limits
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ADAPTABILITY AND RECOVERY
At FSSI:

FORMING A GENDER TEAM

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
In 2021, the Foundation underwent assessments
and several online workshops for the crafting of
its institutional business continuity plan (BCP) to
ensure unhampered operations in the event of
major disruptions. The recommendations were
outlined in a Disaster Risk Reduction Roadmap
and is set to be operationalized to address capacity
development needs.

HYBRID WORK
ARRANGEMENTS
With the easing of restrictions due to decreasing
COVID-19 cases in Metro Manila and various areas
towards the end of 2021, the Foundation gradually
transitioned to a hybrid work arrangement. While
still observing health and safety protocols, staff are
required to report to the FSSI office for a maximum
of three (3) days depending on the COVID-19 alert
level in Quezon City, where the FSSI office is located,
and the staff’s residence.

LEARNING SESSIONS
The Data Privacy Act, CSOs, and Financial Services, an Orientation
on the Data Privacy Act of 2012|February 26, 2021
The COVID-19 pandemic has fast-tracked digitalization across the globe, but with it comes
concerns on security and privacy of data. To provide a general orientation on data privacy,
FSSI held an online forum with Atty. Anna Benjieline Puzon, Policy Adviser for Non-bank
Financial Institutions of the National Privacy Commission. Atty. Puzon gave an overview
of the Data Privacy Act of 2012, and guidelines on the safe conduct of organizational
transactions, especially those related to financial services, in connection with data privacy.

The Role of Social Enterprises in COVID-19 Recovery |May 19, 2021
For its 32nd General Assembly, FSSI held a learning session to discuss the prospects for
local recovery, and the unique and critical role of social enterprises in pandemic response.
Ateneo de Manila University (ADMU) School of Social Sciences Dean Dr. Fernando Aldaba,
Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP) President and CEO Rey Laguda, and the
Institute for Social Entrepreneurship in Asia (ISEA) President Dr. Lisa Dacanay served as
resource speakers.
FSSI social enterprise partners, LFCI: Kasanib sa Pag-abot ng Pangarap Inc. (LFCI-KPPI),
HOPE Microfinance, and the Quirino Isabela Multipurpose Cooperative (QIMPC) also
shared how they adapted to the challenges brought by the pandemic.
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The Foundation has formalized a Gender Team to better
synergize its support for gender equality and women-owned
and -led social enterprises, with its mission of providing
social investments to enterprises through the triple bottom
line (3BL) strategy.
The Gender team, composed of the Management Committee
and key staff from different FSSI units, has initiated the
development of FSSI’s gender strategy. Technical assistance
is provided by Value for Women (VfW), a specialized advisory
firm that helps organizations advance gender inclusion.
FSSI has identified three priority areas for its gender strategy - SE pipeline building, investment tools and policies,
and market and outreach. VfW’s technical assistance is part of the support of Investing in Women (IW) to FSSI as
one of its local impact investors in the country.

Decrypting Cryptocurrencies: Learning about Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies |August 11, 2021
The pandemic years saw a rise in new means of investments, particularly Bitcoin
and other types of cryptocurrencies. FSSI held an online forum to promote a better
understanding of these new investment opportunities, including their implications for
investors and financial institutions such as FSSI.
Resource speaker Atty. Alan Tan, lawyer, and cryptocurrency investor, said that these
types of investment could be an opportunity for organizations to turn in high earnings,
but they are very risky. He shared that organizations in the United States only put three to five percent of their capital
reserves into cryptocurrencies, and the rest in more stable investments such as bonds and stocks.

Earthquake Preparedness: Learn from PHIVOLCS on how
to prepare for an earthquake during COVID-19 |October 28, 2021
How do we prepare for an earthquake in the time of COVID-19? FSSI held a learning session with the Philippine
Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (PHIVOLCS) Science Research Specialist Ms.
Melissa Mae Tamayo on how the pandemic affects disaster preparedness.
Ms. Tamayo gave basic guidelines on preparedness where she expounded on the
different measures to ensure efficient evacuation and recovery in the midst of the
pandemic. She also emphasized that earthquake evacuation would take precedence
over stay-at-home policies, but maintaining social distancing is still important. She
also shared online tools developed by PHIVOLCS such as the “Hazard Hunter PH” and
“How Safe is My House” applications that could be utilized in identifying hazards in
surroundings as well as nearby evacuation sites in the event of an earthquake.

Forward Beyond Limits
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ADAPTABILITY AND RECOVERY
At FSSI:

Our Partners:

RESPONDING
TO TYPHOON ODETTE

Families affected by Odette receive food packs
through AgriCOOPh’s Coops4Food

Typhoon Odette caused widespread devastation in
Surigao del Norte and the Dinagat Islands where it made
landfall on December 16, 2021, leaving massive damage
to infrastructure and livelihood in those provinces and
also in parts of the Visayas and Palawan.

Through the Coops4Food initiative, around 26,000 families in Southern
Cebu affected by Typhoon Odette received food packs procured from
participating cooperatives.
Coops4Food is a coop-to-coop trading initiated by the Philippine Family
Farmers’ Agriculture Fisheries Forestry Cooperatives (AgriCOOPh)
Federation. Coops4Food was conceptualized as a result of the
breakdown of the supply chain of the agricultural cooperatives,
particularly those market outlets affected by the lockdown caused by
COVID-19 such as hotels, restaurants, and other private and public
market outlets. The project was supported by FSSI in 2020.

Emergency relief efforts were done in four towns of
Surigao del Norte, serving around 1,895 households
by the Philippine Partnership for the Development
of Human Resources in Rural Areas (PHILDHRRA)
Mindanao through Amping Caraga, the regional
disaster risk reduction and management (DRRM)
hub composed of civil society organizations. Amping
Caraga is supported by the Mindanao Coalition of
Development NGO Networks (MINCODE) and the
Caucus of Development NGO Networks (CODE-NGO).
The first wave of assistance was extended to the coastal
municipality of San Francisco which is among the worst
hit municipalities in Surigao del Norte.
FSSI provided relief assistance to Amping Caraga,
covering part of the transportation costs and meals of
volunteers.
FSSI also provided support to relief assistance to
communities in Palawan through its partner, the
Palawan Center for Appropriate Rural Technology
(PCART), to members of Compostela Market Vendors
Multi-Purpose Cooperative (COMAVEMCO) in Cebu and
of the Philippine Cooperative Central Fund (PCF). FSSI
also provided funds for relief assistance to Dinagat
Islands through the provincial local government.

NEW SPACES
TO THRIVE
Bote Central’s Basilio Coffee
launches new products

GlowCorp opens new kiosks
in Ayala Malls
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RESPONDING
TO TYPHOON ODETTE
[SE IN ACTION]

As the economy opened up, enduring waves of
COVID-19 surges, our partner social enterprises
find new spaces to thrive.

Agay-agayan
Multi-purpose
Cooperative
opens new
coconut sugar
processing
facility and
display center

Forward Beyond Limits
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DEVELOPMENT
SERVICES
IN 2021

SOCIAL
ENTERPRISES
SUPPORTED

Developmental
Deposit, 50M
48%

Loans,
55M
52%

NEW
PROJECTS

2020

7

Equity
Investment, 18.9M
13%

NEW SE
PARTNERS

Php 149

MILLION IN INVESTMENTS

Loans,
63.1M
42%

Developmental
Deposit, 67M
45%

Equity
Investments, 7M
3%

Developmental
Deposits, 112M
42%

Whole & Retail Trade
(Agri), 17.2M
11%

Manufacturing,
16.5M
11%

Loans Net,
209.8M
62%
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The recipients of FSSI investments can be
categorized under five sectors or types of business.
These consist of financial services in general,
financial services focused on the agriculture
sector, crops production, manufacturing, and
trading of agricultural products.

AMOUNT APPROVED PER TYPE OF BUSINESS

Equity
Investments, 2M
1%

2020

Other than these eight, there were two other
cooperatives which were supported through the
co-investment arrangement with the Federation
of Peoples’ Sustainable Development Cooperative
(FPSDC). Under the agreement, FPSDC and FSSI
contributes 1:1 fund to support women-owned
and women-led enterprises under the Investing
in Women (IW) project.

2021

PORTFOLIO MIX

Developmental
Deposits, 125M
37%

Project approvals in 2021 also included
investments in eight new partners, of which four
are in Mindanao and four are in Luzon. Of the
eight, four projects have started, three are still
completing pre-implementation requirements,
while one project was withdrawn.

18

Demand by partner social enterprises for financial
services slightly increased in 2021 based on
higher number and amount of project approvals
as compared to 2020. There was a 50% increase
in approvals (from 12 to 18), and 42% increase in
amount approved (from 105 million to 149 million).
Developmental deposit approvals increased from
Php 50 million in 2020 to Php 67 million in 2021.
Total loan releases increased from 45 million in 2020
to 55 million in 2021.
The year was also marked with the approval of
two equity investments, one of which has already
been accepted and documented, while the other
is still being processed, pending the finalization of
adjustment in capital investment plan of the recipient
company.

AMOUNT APPROVED PER
FINANCIAL PRODUCT

Loans Net,
148.6M
55%

2021

Financial Services
(Agri), 46M
31%

Financial Services,
53M
36%

Crops Production,
16.4M
11%

Forward Beyond Limits
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AppendPay

FINANCIAL - - - - - ---TECHNOLOGY

AppendPay

PASIG, METRO MANILA

Increase in investments can be seen in two
sectors, namely, crops production and trading
of agricultural products. Those supported in the
crops production sector consist of vegetable
producers in Benguet and Davao del Norte, and
cassava producers in Leyte. Those supported
in trading of agricultural products consist of an
organic vegetable supplier in the national capital
and selected cities and a cooperative federation
supplying agricultural goods. One of the new equity
investments approved in 2021 is also into trading
of agricultural and processed food products.
Investments in two other sectors declined in
2021. There was reduction in the financial services
focused on agriculture due to lower approvals and
reclassification of some accounts from active to
remedial. There was also a reduction in financial
services for those in manufacturing for both food
and non-food, although a positive trend can be
expected in 2022 based on new approvals in 2021.
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Overall, total
portfolio continued a
downward trend in 2021,
but the gap between
new fund releases and
collection has narrowed.
Key sectors which
contributed to positive
performance were those
in financial services, crops
production, and trading
of agricultural products.

Launched in 2021, AppendPay is a digital transactional
platform developed by Append microfinance NGOs, Append,
and Multisys Technologies Corporation, a leading software
solutions in the country. AppendPay is a financial services
platform that include, but not limited to: payments and
microfinance services. It is envisioned as an all-in-one
solution for microfinance and functions as an aggregator of
services that enables end to end processes of microfinance
institutions (MFIs) for the benefit of their client-members.

It has an e-wallet, loan application, cash in and cash
out features, and fund transfer functionalities. The next
year features are the “lead and train” for users’ regular
training and an e-commerce platform or AppendPay mall
that aims to increase and stabilize the income of Filipino
entrepreneurs through a wider and digital market coverage.
FSSI’s support and financial investment will help AppendPay
expand its outreach by engaging MFIs and its social
enterprise partners with AppendPay. The FSSI engagement
towards digitization of the micro-finance helps facilitate
financial inclusion contributing to the growth of the
unbanked and enterprising poor population, the MFIs,
foundations, and social enterprises.

--

--

-

-----------

Global Organic and
- - - - - - Wellness Corporation
FOOD PRODUCTION

---

Bangko sa Balay
Foundation Inc. -----First Agrarian
------------Credit Cooperative

People
Sustainable
Consumers
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cooperative

-------

-----

MICROFINANCE

--

Fatima MultiPurpose
Cooperative
---

--

--

CREDIT AND SAVINGS

--

FSSI continues to expand its reach and has
partnered with social enterprises operating
in various sectors. In, 2021, the Foundation
successfully partnered with seven (7)
social enterprises in diverse industries and
sectors.

FINANCIAL
TECHNOLOGY

--

--

--

Red Slab Pottery
- - MANUFACTURING

--

NEW SE
PARTNERS

CROPITAL

--

---

---

--

PORTFOLIO SIZE OF ACTIVE ACCOUNTS
PER TYPE OF BUSINESS, 2020 & 2021

----

Green Habits

AGRICULTURAL
TRADING

Bangko sa Balay
Foundation Inc.
CAGAYAN DE ORO CITY,
MISAMIS ORIENTAL
Bangko sa Balay Foundation Inc. (BBFI) is a
microfinance institution that caters to communities in
hard-to-reach areas in Mindanao. It started as a small
microfinance serving fish vendors, street vendors,
farmers, and small enterprises who do not have the
capacity to apply to big banks.

In 2017, Bangko sa Balay started to engage overseas
Filipino workers (OFWs) and their families through
their loan programs and financial literacy services. To
further expand its reach, BBFI was also able to support
56 students from two universities in Mindanao to
undergo their agricultural internship in Denmark and
Norway. Through FSSI’s support, BBFI aims to continue
providing loan services to accommodate more
interns to start developing their careers and have the
opportunity to help their families in the Philippines.
BBFI also aims to implement activities such as forming
community pantries and holding tree planting activities
in the mountains of Gingoog City and Claveria.

Forward Beyond Limits
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Global Organic and Wellness Corporation
CABUYAO, LAGUNA
The Global Organic and Wellness Corporation
(GlowCorp) envisions to become the leading
market distributor of globally-competitive
organic, natural, and healthy products produced
by marginalized groups and community-based
social enterprises.
It was established to serve as the marketing arm of organic rice and muscovado farmers and over time, carried other
products such as coco sugar, nuts, preserves, and other natural products. As a marketing arm, GlowCorp’s primary
role is to act as go-between shareholders-suppliers and the target markets. Its set-up is unique as it is owned and
governed by the farmers themselves, thus making them directly connected to the markets. This also provides farmers
an opportunity to negotiate for better price and at the same time, gain from the profits generated from GlowCorp’s
marketing operations.

First Agrarian Credit Cooperative
(FARCCO) SUMILAO, BUKIDNON
FARCCO, composed of farmers, laborers, agrarian reform beneficiaries (ARBs),
and sari-sari store vendors among others, is an open-type credit cooperative
based in Sumilao, Bukidnon. It was organized by 202 ARBs in August 2011
with a starting asset of around two million pesos. The cooperative’s assets
have now grown to 19 million pesos, serving around 574 members.

Impact Pioneers Network
Two of the new partners are supported through a fund syndication with the Impact Pioneers Network. In 2021,
FSSI joined this first-of-its-kind angel investing network that aims to catalyze local capital and back high-potential
enterprises in the Philippines.
With the mission to leapfrog the impact entrepreneurial ecosystem in the Philippines, social enterprise incubator
xChange has partnered with India’s Villgro, and together utilize their combined decades of experience in investing
in impact entrepreneurs to address gaps in the Philippine ecosystem. Villgro is India’s oldest and one of the world’s
largest social enterprise incubators, while xChange is an incubator in the Philippines that invests in early-stage social
enterprises while providing tailored mentorship and support to help them achieve scale. They designed and developed
the Impact Pioneer model that would encourage collaboration with other individuals and organizations or “impact
pioneers” who believe that entrepreneurship is a key tool in solving social and environmental challenges.

Cropital

QUEZON CITY,
METRO MANILA

Cropital is a crowdfunding and investment platform
that connects anyone to help finance our farmers.
It aims to increase the income and productivity of
the farmers through crowdfunding.
Cropital allows investors to select a farm, and their investments allow farmers to improve their production. After harvest
and once products were sold, the capital will return to the investor’s virtual wallet together with the profit shared.

The cooperative aims to uplift the economic and socio-cultural wellbeing of its members and community by providing
quality credit services and savings. FSSI supports the cooperative in their provision of water and sanitation loan
products that helps their community to access and conserve clean water.

Red Slab

VICTORIA, TARLAC
Red Slab is a pottery company in Victoria, Tarlac and a manufacturer
of homeware and garden ware pottery using unique local techniques.
Their products are made of terracotta, from the secondary clay deposits
abundant in the area.
With their superior ethnic Filipino design-centric pieces, Red Slab intends to
establish Victoria as a designer-artisan center similar to craft communities
in Japan. About 95% of their employees are residents of Victoria and the
enterprise has engaged various sectors in the community including PWDs
in the production of their clay pottery.

Green Habits
TAGUM CITY, DAVAO

Green Habits is a social enterprise that started with a mission of
building sustainable and resilient farming communities through agroentrepreneurship. It was born in Davao in the middle of the COVID-19
outbreak in 2020. They provided market linkage for smallholder
vegetable farmers in Davao, who were suffering from the impact of the
lockdowns, and deliver their produce straight to doorstep of consumers.

FSSI supports their planned expansion, envisioning growth through
increased production capacity, skills development, and building a culture
of artistry in the community where artisan potters are already emerging.
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Investing in Women Project
Apart from the new SE partners, FSSI has also supported two women social enterprises (WSEs) under the Foundation’s
partnership with Investing in Women (IW), an initiative of the Australian Government. The project is part of the
Responsive Interventions Supporting (women) Entrepreneurs (RISE) Fund, launched by Investing in Women, and the
Macquarie Group Foundation to support women SEs in adapting and responding to emerging business opportunities
during the COVID-19 pandemic.
The two WSEs are being supported under the co-investment arrangement with FPSDC that seeks to bring the RISE
Fund to rural markets and inject more capital to enterprises owned and led by women.

Fatima Multi-Purpose
Cooperative (FATIMA
MPC) CALUBIAN, LEYTE
Fatima MPC caters to farmers, fisherfolk, government and private
employees, and other low-income groups in Calubian, Leyte. It started
its operations in 1996 as a credit cooperative, and became a multipurpose cooperative in 2003, in order to respond to the growing
needs of their members for various services. To date, the cooperative
has almost 13,000 members, of which around 7,700 are women.
With IW and FSSI’s support, the cooperative is set to expand their
cassava farm production and consolidation project. The coop has
been engaged in cassava production and trading in the past nine
years. They have 727 active member-farmers who deliver cassava
regularly, and has seen the need to expand due to the growing
demand in cassava. The support enables them to acquire working
capital and construct a new drying facility. It is expected to provide
assistance to 300 farmers and ensure the sustainability of their
operations.

People Sustainable Consumers Cooperative
(PSCC) MAMBUAYA, CAGAYAN DE ORO
PSCC is a primary-consumer cooperative in Cagayan
de Oro formed in 2017. They have been engaged in
several services such as a consumer store, water refilling
station, food processing, eco-tourism, and recreation
and wellness among others. The cooperative has also
provided community services and has transitioned to
a multi-purpose cooperative that provides savings and
credit services.
PSCC currently has 72 members, majority of whom are
women, who also hold leadership positions in their
Board of Directors.
PSCC is a partner of FPSDC under their Handholding in
Viable Enterprise (HIVE) program, a social franchising
facility that provides support to their membercooperatives through a whole-of-value-chain
development approach. The HIVE program provided
skills training, infrastructure and facility development,
and quality assurance support to the cooperative for
their coconut sugar enterprise. Meanwhile, they were
able to access working capital through the FSSI-IW
Project to kickstart their enterprise. Their coconut
sugar enterprise, which encountered bumps along the
road during the pandemic, now provides livelihood
and employment opportunities in their community in
Mambuaya, and offer cheap and quality coconut sugar
products in the area.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
The IW project tapped the expertise of two FSSI member organizations - the National Confederation of
Cooperatives (NATCCO), and the Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP). They have been engaged in the
delivery of the needed capacity building for the WSEs. Two capacity building toolkits on Change Management and
Business Continuity Planning developed by PBSP, and three toolkits on Marketing, Quality Control, and Business
Negotiation developed by NATCCO have already been finalized. FSSI developed and completed two toolkits on
Organizational Governance and Financial Management, while two others, on Human Resources Development
and Gender Inclusive Business are being finalized.
These toolkits are to be packaged and made available for use of the current and potential women social enterprise
partners based on their needs.
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closing down. Building back both from a global pandemic and a super typhoon is no easy feat. Yet, COMAVEMCO
persists.

SE Feature

COMAVEMCO on weathering
storms, responding to the
pandemic, and rising again
“Early morning after the typhoon, I came here, and I was shocked. It was a mess, there were piles of trash.
We lost one of our motorcycles. We lost a lot of equipment. Our water refilling [station] is located at the
other side of the road, but it was still damaged by the winds. The public market was in a total wreck, washed
out. Our members were crying, they were asking me, what will we do?” Engr. Ebonito “Bon” Alivio of the
Compostela Market Vendors Multi-Purpose Cooperative (COMAVEMCO) shares what their cooperative and
its members saw in the aftermath of Typhoon Odette (international name: Rai) which struck the Caraga
Region, and some parts of the Visayas and Palawan in December of 2021.
Their office in the municipality of Compostela, Cebu is located near the coastline facing the Camotes Sea.
Compostela is situated in the northeastern coast of the Cebu Island. Just as preparations for Christmas
celebrations were underway despite waves of COVID-19 surges in the second year of the pandemic,
Typhoon Odette made its landfall on December 16, 2021, leaving massive damage in infrastructure and
livelihood. Those severely affected were coastal communities in Surigao del Norte, Dinagat Islands, Southern
Leyte, Bohol, and Cebu, including Compostela. In February 2022, the National Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Council placed the damage to agriculture at 17.7 billion and damage to infrastructure at 29.3
billion.
For many social enterprises such as COMAVEMCO, navigating through the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
has remained a challenge even after two years since its outbreak in 2020, with some enterprises permanently
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“Even with the pandemic and after Odette, we are still here. We can still serve the members. We can still serve the
community,” Alivio says with might, enthusiasm, and optimism.
COMAVEMCO demonstrates that an enterprise built on strong foundations of looking after its people, nourishing
its community, and taking care of our common home will stand the test of time, weather storms, survive a
pandemic, and rise again.

A community enterprise
Engr. Alivio, General Manager, was among those who organized COMAVEMCO in June 1998. It started as a closed
cooperative, catering only to market vendors in Compostela with the main objective of offering credit services
with affordable interest rates and savings development to its members.
“When I was thinking to organize the cooperative, my main objective was to eradicate the turkos, these are people
who lend money to the market vendors with very high interests. When we started, I observed that every four
in the afternoon, there are more than ten turkos roaming around the public market, collecting money from the
vendors. One year after our initial operations, only one turko was left and that was because he was married to a
market vendor. Eventually, he stopped lending too when he saw the strength of the cooperative,” shared Alivio.
The cooperative eventually opened its doors to the community, accommodating an unbankable group of farmers,
fisherfolk, and micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs) to enable them to fund their agricultural projects
and small business activities.
“They come to us and tell us that it is very difficult for them to go to the banks, since they have a lot of requirements.
We tell them that as members of the cooperative, they are only required to comply with very simple requirements,
as long as their capacity to pay is within the bounds of the policies of the cooperative.”
With its development as an open-type cooperative, COMAVEMCO grew from just offering credit and savings, to
developing products that suit the needs of its members, particularly the farmers. From loans for MSMEs, the
cooperative developed an agricultural loan window for farmers. It also enabled them to establish a supply chain
among its members.
“Farmer members who are producing agricultural products should share their product to the market vendors.
In fact, right now, we have a program in swine fattening and breeding. Our members are giving their livestock to
our members in the market. The members of the cooperative buy from market vendors.”
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The cooperative is also an accredited nongovernment organization by the provincial and
municipal governments. In Compostela, they
participate in several local government bodies such
as the Municipal Development Council and several
committees on the environment. “We see to it that
we participate in meetings. We want to be aware
of the plans and programs of the local government
so that we can collaborate with them. For example,
the coastal management has a cleaning program,
we make sure we participate. We also conduct tree
planting activities,” shares Alivio.

and two satellite offices in Carmen and Tabogon,
employing 28 staff.
COMAVEMCO has been a partner of the Foundation
for a Sustainable Society, Inc (FSSI) since 2016. “The
platform that I saw in FSSI is very encouraging and
I saw how it can support cooperatives,” Alivio says.
Through FSSI’s support to its microfinance project for
agricultural loans and SMEs, the cooperative aims to
increase its support to 850 farmers, 200 fisherfolk,
and 676 small entrepreneurs by the end of 2022.

Apart from observing ways to conserve energy, the
cooperative also expressed plans to install solar
panels in their office to support their electricity
requirements.

At Dairy Box, patrons come and go looking for their
favorite milk or soya drink, while some Cebuano
youth enjoy their queseo with crackers. Travelers and
tourists alike come to Compostela, searching for the
town’s product.

Among their members, the cooperative helps increase
awareness on proper solid waste management. “The
whole family including the children must be aware.
We suggested to the local government to integrate
the program in schools so that children can be taught
how to segregate,” Alivio shares.
In 2018, they received recognition as most
outstanding non-government organization from
the local government of Compostela. In the same
year, COMAVEMCO was also awarded as “Most
Outstanding Community Enterprise” under the Villar
Sipag Award on Poverty Reduction.

“

We live in a community
- the environment, the people.
It’s very good to see a
community where people do
good so that the community
will be a better place to live in.

The cooperative started in 1998 with 22 pioneer
members, and a modest capital buildup of Php 5,500.
Twenty-four years since then, COMAVEMCO now
has around 7,000 members, with Php 210 million in
assets. They have the main branch in Compostela,
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The Dairy Box adds value to the raw milk being
produced by their members who are dairy farmers as
COMAVEMCO acts as consolidator. The cooperative
processes the milk into varieties of dairy beverages,
ice cream, and most especially, queseo.

Promoting Compostela’s budding industry

COMAVEMCO’s impact on the local economy in
Compostela is solidified through the cooperative’s
management of a local outlet called the Dairy Box
in 2018, through a partnership with the Philippine
Carabao Center (PCC). The Dairy Box serves as a
venue for COMAVEMCO and other cooperatives to
sell their products.
“Kapag nakikita ang Dairy Box, ang nasa isip ng mga
tao, gatas at queseo. [When people see the Dairy Box,
they think of milk and queseo.] In Compostela, our
special product is queseo, a local white cheese derived
from carabao’s milk. Traditionally, Compostela is
very famous for that particular product and the
only problem is that there is no promotion. As a
cooperative, we saw the opportunity.
We tried to talk to the local government. We said
we are a cooperative, we have carabao farmers.
How about we will do the promotion, innovate
the product? We will establish a facility so that the
product, queseo, will be showcased and the market
will be wider. We will give emphasis to its marketing.
Now when people look for queseo, they look for
COMAVEMCO.”

The center of queseo production in Compostela is
a community of around 70 carabao farmers in the
upper barangays of Lupa, Mulao, and Dapdap, about
half an hour away from the COMAVEMCO office in
central Compostela. These farming families also
commercially produce queseo.

and give the payments promptly. If there are quality
breed carabao from our neighbors that we would
wish to acquire, the cooperative will also help us.]
When they joined COMAVEMCO, the cooperative
steadily buys their milk at Php 60 per liter and gives
the payment on time, allowing them to increase their
profits. The cooperative also provides other benefits
such as mortuary, medical assistance, and credit
and savings. Additionally, the cooperative sets aside
some of the payments from the borrowers and puts
them in their savings, enabling them to borrow and
save at the same time. The cooperative also offers a
program where it assists members who would like to
own either a male carabao for farm work or a female
carabao for dairy production and source it from other
members who would like to sell.
“Malaki ang improvement namin mula nung naging
members kami ng coop kasi ‘yung kalabaw na dinidisperse nila, anak lang isa, sa amin na ‘yung kalabaw.
Maraming farmers dito na nagkaron ng kalabaw kasi
tinulungan sa coop. Kasi kung wala ang coop, mahirap
makakuha ng kalabaw ‘yung farmers kasi sa presyo
pa lang na Php 50,000 to Php 60,000 per kalabaw,”
Condring says. [There was a lot of improvement for
us when we joined the cooperative. The carabaos
that they disperse would be left to us after producing
an offspring. Many farmers here acquired their

Among them is Condrada “Condring” Seballo
whose family has raised water buffalos for almost
four decades in Lupa. Condring and other carabao
farmers used to depend on middlemen who did not
compensate them well for their products, or worse,
did not pay at all.
“Dati meron kaming suki dito, sila ‘yung magbebenta
sa iba’t-ibang clients sa city- sa mga hotel, restaurant.
May iba na kukuha ng queseo dito tapos uutangin.
‘Yung iba di babayaran. Nakatulong yung coop kasi
‘yung queseo namin, mabibili nila tapos nandiyan na
agad ang bayad. Kung meron mga quality breed na
kalabaw na nasa kapitbahay na ibebenta pagkatapos
gusto namin na bilhin, tutulungan din kami ng coop,”
Condring shares.
[We had a client who brings our products and offers
them to hotels and restaurants in the city. Some will
get our product and not settle the payment. The
cooperative helped us because they buy our queseo

own carabaos because of the assistance of the
coop. Without the coop, it would be very difficult for
farmers to acquire their own carabao which usually
costs around Php 50,000 to Php 60,000.]
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and mobility was restricted. There was very low foot
traffic as public transportation also stopped. To assist
their members, COMAVEMCO initiated a mobile
market to roam around the community bringing
some of their members’ agricultural products
to other areas. They were also mobilized by the
Department of Agriculture to distribute food subsidy
and grocery items to the farmers in ten municipalities
in Northern Cebu.
More and more farmers are availing of the program
seeing it as an opportunity to increase their income,
better provide for their families, and send their
children to school.
The cooperative also takes this chance to encourage
members to preserve the environment. “Lalo na
‘yung pagtanim ng mga tanim para sa kalabaw, ineencourage namin sila sa vermicomposting para at
least meron silang additional income kung magawa
‘yung fertilizer. At ‘yung lugar na hindi masyadong
mawalan ng mga kahoy, kasi ‘yun ang pinakaimportante para ma-protect ‘yung environment,” Alivio
says. [We encourage them to do vermicomposting
in raising their water buffalos, and not to cut down
trees because that is most important to protect the
environment.]

Riding the waves of the COVID-19 pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted supply chains
and the cooperative was forced to suspend its dairy
processing. “Biglang nawala talaga. [Our operations
abruptly stopped]. The farmers stopped producing
because we have no market,” Alivio recounts. “In
the first three months, we tried to accommodate
the farmers. We bought their milk, but it stayed
in our facility. The farmers lost their income. The
cooperative also lost our opportunity to earn.”
It was a very difficult time for the cooperative, as the
pandemic put a halt to everything they have worked
to build. In the first week of the COVID-19 outbreak
in 2020, they closed office. They only maintained a
skeletal workforce in their office to accommodate
members who would like to withdraw their savings.
There were no transactions apart from withdrawals.
Although the public market was open, there were
very strict health protocols that had to be observed
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The cooperative adjusted with waves of COVID-19
surges as restrictions eased and heightened several
times in the two years of the pandemic. “When we
felt na ito na talaga ang normal, we adjusted. [When
we felt that this would really be the new normal,
we adjusted.] We started holding virtual meetings.
Our staff worked from home. Our collectors who
needed to visit the borrowers, we provided them
with personal protective equipment.”
They also saw how middlemen took advantage of
the pandemic to charge higher rates to farmers
who needed to transport their goods. “We saw this
problem during the pandemic. The farmers can’t do
anything. So, we came in and picked up their livestock
with low rates and helped them transport their
livestock to the market. We are trying to continue
this as part of our new normal,” Alivio shares.

Rebuilding from Typhoon Odette
“There were typhoons here, but not as strong as
Odette. We were surprised with the strength of
Odette. The weather forecast did not indicate the
typhoon was to hit the Northern part of Cebu. There
was no preparation. The typhoon hit on a Friday. We
were here at the office on Thursday, we were having
our Christmas party, and the weather was fine. Friday
came and at 3:00 pm, it started to rain. There were
strong winds. From 3:00 pm to 10:00 pm, Odette
struck the area,” Alivio recalls.
The situation also encouraged looting in the area in
the middle of the chaos. COMAVEMCO prioritized
giving assistance to the market vendors seeing
as they were the ones most severely affected.
They provided cash assistance, and responded to
members who reapplied for loans so that they can
rebuild their livelihood.

“Because of Odette, we are trying to be resilient. We are
also planning to improve our infrastructure to have some
barrier to protect us from strong winds, since we are near
the coastline.”
They resumed operations at the office in January 2021,
started repairing their motorcycles, and did an inventory
of their equipment, majority of which were damaged. They
have decided to put up capital to rebuild and resume their
dairy operations.

On rising again
It was a show of grit when COMAVEMCO opened its new branch in Tabogon in February 2021 despite a year
into the pandemic.
“That is part of our three-year development plan. Sabi ko kahit pandemic, we will pursue this,” Alivio says. [That
is part of our three-year development plan. Even with the pandemic, I said, we will pursue this.]
The cooperative also draws its strength from its members. “A cooperative is only as good as its members. It needs
quality members to progress. The biggest challenge that we faced was that there were some members who were
not giving importance to their responsibilities. But we remain positive, and we keep on educating and engaging
them little by little so that those who do not comply will eventually do and those that already do good, will even
do better. In our General Assemblies, we also recognize exemplary members,” Alivio shares.
With the coming 2022 National Elections, he expresses hope that future leaders will become supportive of
cooperatives and that the sector could gain representation in the government’s legislative body.
“The coops are tax-exempt. But the issue is still hanging, we don’t know in the future if the leaders will support
coops. The election is very important. Personally, I need a leader who is non-corrupt. I need a leader who is
hardworking. I need a leader with academic excellence. I need a leader that can connect to the poor, connect to
the masses,” he says.
Three months after Odette hit, COMAVEMCO is still rebuilding, repairing, and replacing their equipment destroyed
by the typhoon, but with values intact and a commitment to their social mission, COMAVEMCO provides hope
and inspiration that pushing forward fairer and stronger is possible. Social enterprises could spur the movement
towards a more inclusive post-pandemic economy.

“

Our vision is to become
a cooperative with
empowered members,
we have to continue
that. We would like
to achieve our prepandemic targets, and
do more to progress,
and continue developing
for the members and for
the community.
Forward Beyond Limits
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and of her husband. Getting bored at home, she worked part-time as an
environment consultant giving lectures on environmental management
systems and environment preservation. That consultancy was not enough
to harness her potential, thus she ventured as an entrepreneur.
In November of 2008, upon the suggestion of a neighbor, AC Innov8
was registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) as
a partnership to manufacture household bleach, powder detergent,
and dishwashing liquid. Being a registered chemist, venturing in the
manufacturing business was the right thing to do. Her mission was to offer
affordable and quality products, at par with those of the leading brands
and manufactured from carefully selected biodegradable chemicals.

SE Feature

PRIME INNOV8 Manufacturing Co.
A woman-led triple bottom line
social enterprise
At the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, PRIME Innov8 Manufacturing Co. was among the enterprises that
responded to the high demand of alcohol and other disinfecting and cleaning chemicals. They supplied those
products to hospitals, poultry farms, slaughter houses, and to other institutions providing essential services
during that period. One of the institutions PRIME Innov8 took pride in supplying those products to was the
Research Institute of Tropical Medicine (RITM) which played a major role during the pandemic.
“Nagsu-supply kami sa RITM. Siguro sa isang buwan nakaka-dalawa o tatlong deliveries kami sa kanila. ‘Yung mga
farms din. Kasi essential ang pagkain, so hindi nagsara ang farms. Sinu-supply-an namin sila ng disinfectants
at ng iba pang panglinis at pangtanggal ng hindi kanais-nais na amoy. [Dahil] sa demand, nagkahirapan na ng
supply,” shares Ms. Celia Pajel, Technical & Quality Assurance Manager. [We supply to RITM. We were able to
make two to three deliveries to them in a month. Farms too. Because food is essential, farms remained open.
We supplied them with disinfectants and other cleaning and deodorizing chemicals]. The demand for those
products was really high but since the raw materials were mostly imported, there was a scarcity of supply.
Prime Innov8 is a social enterprise (SE), based in the province of Rizal. It is engaged in the manufacturing
of home care products, specifically disinfecting and cleaning products. PRIME Innov8 was established
in November 2008 under its former name AC Innov8 Manufacturing Co. It is currently a partner SE of the
Foundation for a Sustainable Society, Inc. (FSSI) as part of its partnership with Investing in Women (IW).
Ms. Pajel was a corporate manager in a multi-national textile plant based in Laguna when she was hired by
a textile firm based in Honduras, Central America to serve as its Vice President for Production. However, she
had to leave the post after several months to take care of her sick mother, who was left to the care of a niece

“We started with Primerox Bleach, Prime Suds Powder Detergent, and
Prime Clean Dishwashing Liquid. Our venture had been very ambitious at
the start, from Luzon hanggang Mindanao ang target market. Pero hindi ganoon kadali. Alam mo ‘yung mentality
[among consumers] na kahit medyo mura ang product mo, they still want the branded ones?”, she recalls. [Our
venture had been very ambitious at the start, our target market was from Luzon to Mindanao. But it was not
that easy. You know the mentality among consumers that even if your product has a lower cost, they still want
the branded ones.]
Consequently, after four years of hopeful business attempts, the neighbor partner got frustrated and left the
partnership in 2012. AC Innov8 was left with loans to amortize, back- loaded products coming from Luzon to
Mindanao and the indecision whether to stop or to continue.
Inspired by the triple bottom line objectives in place and with the support of FSSI as a social enterprise support
institution, AC Innov8 decided to continue and began to explore other market segments with success. They started
by approaching janitorial outfits and offer not only their products but also their technical support and capability
of customizing products to meet their needs. With continuous research and development, the enterprise was
able to achieve customers’ satisfaction in terms of quality, on-time delivery, and competitiveness of pricing.
In 2014, it dropped AC from its name and changed its SEC registration to PRIME INNOV8 MANUFACTURING CO. They
started marketing their products through distributors, which they consider their biggest channel, as well as the
wholesalers and toll manufacturing customers. Various customers were also encountered through their website
made en gratis by a friend based in the United States.
In 2020, just before the pandemic, Prime Innov8 qualified as a beneficiary of the Department of Science and
Techonology (DOST)’s Small Enterprise Technology Upgrading Program (SETUP) through the facilitation of the
Department of Trade and Industry’s office in Rizal. DOST SETUP is a government initiative that aims to upgrade
small and medium industries. PRIME Innov8 Manufacturing Co. received financial support intended for the
purchase of an automatic filling machine to modernize its packaging processes. The amortization was to start
upon the commissioning of the machine and should be made within three years without interest.
The acquisition of the said machine increased the efficiency of their production in terms of speed and accuracy.
Consequently, toll manufacturing ventures became more prospective especially at this time that the pandemic
is at the lowest level. Prime Innov8 is geared towards the increase of product demand should all enterprises
start to operate.
All efforts resulted to the delight of the customers as evidenced by their continuous patronage and endorsements
to other clients. At present, PRIME Innov8 has products for every market segment. They supply to hotels, farms,
commissaries, homes, and hospitals and medical institutions.
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A triple bottom line social enterprise
Her expertise was not only what Ms. Pajel
brought with her when she started her own
enterprise. Her advocacy for the environment
complemented her strong background as a
chemist, which allowed PRIME Innov8 to grow
without compromising its social mission for
environmental preservation.
“Aware ako kung ano ‘yung importansya bakit kailangan alagaan mo ‘yung environment. Dapat alam ng lahat ang
magiging resulta kung hindi tayo mag-alaga nito. Kaya’t kami ay talagang nakatuon na ang operation natin ay concerned
sa environment. I worked in a big company as the quality assurance manager. Kaya’t ina-apply ko ngayon kung
ano ang ginagawa ng malalaking company sa abot ng aming kakayahan.” [I am aware of the repercussions if we
do not take care of our environment. So on our part, we focused on this, our operations are environmentally
concerned. I worked in a big company, and I was quality assurance manager. We apply to our enterprise the same
good practices that are being done in big businesses as much as we can.]
Prime Innov8 practices waste management or segregation: determining what waste can be reused, recycled, or
to be disposed. They are compliant with environmental laws, ensuring that there are no discharge and emissions
hazardous to the environment during production. They also carefully select environment-friendly raw materials
for their products, ensuring no prohibited chemicals are being used.
With the support of FSSI, PRIME Innov8 intends to continue product development to harness more natural
ingredients in manufacturing their personal care and household products, and provide livelihood projects in
their locality.
PRIME Innov8’s success has also contributed to growth of the local economy in the communities of Rodriguez
and San Mateo towns where it operates. Although it would be less tedious to hire professionals who already
speak the same technical language as her, Ms. Pajel saw the opportunity for PRIME
Innov8 to offer livelihood and employment to housewives and out-of-school youth in
the community. “I train them. Advocacy ko makapagbigay ng magandang kabuhayan.
Meron akong isang na-hire, ang poor ng first impression niya, hindi mo siya tatanggapin;
pero napaka-dependable niya. ‘Pag may mga test sa production, tatawagin ko lang
siya, ibibigay ko lang sa kaniya ‘yung formula. Tapos ‘yung rate niya din tumaas na. I
can say he’s okay now, may tatlong anak na siya. ‘Yung isa babae naman, since 2008
nag-wo-work na siya dito. Maliliit pa ang mga anak niya. Tinanong ko siya “anong work
ng husband mo,” wala raw. Noong time na ‘yun nagkaroon na kami ng sasakyan, so
kailangan ko na ng pahinante. Hanggang ngayon nandyan pa. Ayos na siya ngayon,
maganda na ang sweldo niya, maganda ‘yung performance niya.” [I train them. It has
become my advocacy to provide livelihood opportunities. I was able to hire someone,
he did not put up a good first impression, he won’t be able to get accepted for a job; but he is very dependable.
If there are tests in production, I will just call him and give him the formula. His rate has also increased. I can
say he is okay now. He already has three children. There is also a woman who has been with us since 2008. Her
children were very small then. I asked what her husband’s job was and she said he did not have one. We were
able to acquire a vehicle then and we needed a helper. He is with us until now. He earns and performs well.”
It is a welcome initiative as the Philippine Statistics Authority’s report on the employment situation in the country
indicated that the unemployment rate in 2021 averaged at around 8% and underemployment was at around 16%
or a total of around 11 million unemployed and underemployed Filipinos.

nakabalik sa abroad [ngayong pandemic], maraming pumunta dito, nag-attempt sila ng
online selling. Kung lalaki kami mas maraming empleyado at tao kaming matutulungan.
Iyon ang bottom line namin,” Ms. Pajel shares. [I aim for us to continue to grow,
so we can help more. Not only our employees, but there are also those who were
not able to return abroad because of the pandemic. Many came here to attempt
online selling. If we expand, there will be more employees, more people we can
help. That is our bottom line.]

Encouraging women entrepreneurs
Ms. Pajel tells women entrepreneurs to follow their passion. “Isa lang ang pinakaimportante, dapat kung ano ‘yung bubuksan nilang negosyo, ‘yun din yung passion nila. Kasi kung hindi, wala
rin mangyayari. Katulad ko, ito ang passion ko dahil chemist ako. Bago mamili ng business, dapat andun ‘yung
forte mo. Kahit anong mangyari, ups and downs, kaya mo ma-sustain, hindi ka mawawalan ng loob, hindi ka ma
de-demoralize,” she shares. [It is important that when you start a business, your passion is also there. If not,
nothing will happen. Like myself, this is my passion because I am a chemist. In choosing a business, it should
be where you are good at. Whatever happens, ups and downs, you will be able to sustain, you will not lose
faith, you won’t be demoralized.] This is something that she has demonstrated in the past 14 years since PRIME
Innov8 was established. In many ways, it was her determination and passion that allowed it to continuously
grow and expand.
She also notes that it is important for aspiring entrepreneurs to exhaust all means to train themselves,
including maximizing mentoring programs offered by government agencies. “Kailangan din may study, kailangan
magkaroon ka ng business plan - anong gusto mong mangyari, anong target mo, ano ang resources mo. Dapat
very specific ka, hindi ka dapat basta di-diretso. Kailangan i-plano mo nang mabuti, anong strategy mo, paano
mo ito ma-i-implement, ano ang magiging action plan mo. Saan ka magiging magaling, anong magiging business
mo, anong magiging market mo, ‘yun ang importante. Dapat meron kang product value proposition, ‘yun bang
gagawin ay kailangan ng tao. Hindi basta ka lang mag-ne-negosyo, kailangan pagplanuhan mo mabuti, ano ang
customer segments, anong age bracket ang pupuntiryahin mo. Sino ang mga partners mo sa negosyo mo, sino
ang makakatulong sayo. ‘Pag may business plan ka, I’m sure uunlad ka.” [There should be a study, there should
be a business plan – what do you aim to do, what are your targets, resources. You should be very specific, and
not just go straight ahead. You need to carefully plan your strategies, implementation, action plan. Where will
you be good at, what your business will be, what your market is. That is important. You should have a value
proposition for your product, will what you make be needed by the people. You should not rush it, plan carefully,
your customer segments, age bracket. Who will be your partners, who can help you. If you have a business
plan, I’m sure you’ll be set up for success.]

PRIME Innov8,
with Ms. Celia Pajel’s
leadership, stands by
their philosophy
and proves that
indeed, sustainability
is the future
of business.

“Target ko na lalaki pa kami, para mas marami pang matulungan. Hindi lang mga empleyado, may mga hindi na
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FSSI’s 25th
Anniversary Book
FSSI: 25 Years of Growing Community Enterprises
The Foundation formally culminated its simple but meaningful celebration of its 25th anniversary in September
2021, with the publishing of its anniversary book titled “FSSI: 25 Years of Growing Community Enterprises.”
The book recounts the experience of FSSI, endowed with a debt-for-development swap, and one of the very
first institutions in the country to have been established as a result of a unique cooperation between the
civil society organizations (CSOs) and governments in two countries.

“

As we near the two-year mark
for the COVID-19 crisis, we hope
that this book will give an insight
to our strong commitment to
our mission, which has allowed
us to continue to adapt and
thrive as model for creative debt
relief, particularly in light of
the country’s growing debt as a
response to the pandemic.
Mr. Martin Lasaga III, Chairperson

“

_________

The anniversary book traces back
the Foundation’s journey throughout
its first 25 years. Copies of the book
could be accessed through FSSI’s
official website.
_________

The anniversary book surveys the past 25 years – looking at the Foundation’s beginnings, evolution, challenges,
and lessons learned.
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FSSI General Assembly
and Committee Decisions
The General Assembly
Alliance of Philippine Partners in Enterprise Development (APPEND)
Association of Foundations (AF)
Federation of Peoples’ Sustainable Development Cooperative (FPSDC)
Freedom from Debt Coalition (FDC)
MASS-SPECC Cooperative Development Center (MASS-SPECC)
Mindanao Coalition of Development NGO Networks (MINCODE)
National Confederation of Cooperatives (NATCCO)
National Council of Churches in the Philippines (NCCP)
National Council of Social Development Foundation of the Philippines (NCSD)
National Secretariat for Social Action (NASSA)
Philippine Cooperative Central Fund Federation (PCF)
Partnership of Philippine Support Service Agencies (PHILSSA)
Philippine Business for Social Progress (PBSP)
Partnership for Clean Air (PCA)
Philippine Network for Rural Democratization and Development (PhilNet-RDD)
Philippine Partnership for the Development of Human Resources in Rural Areas (PhilDHRRA)
VICTO National Cooperative Federation and Development Center (VICTO National)
Women’s Action Network for Development (WAND)

Committee on Education
and Advocacy (CEA)

Committee Decisions:

Chairperson: Mr. Jose Detablan, VICTO National
Vice Chairperson: Mr. Lauro Millan, NCCP
Members:		
Ms. Victoria Segovia, PCA
Mr. Reuel Velarde, PhilNet-RDD
Ms. Raizsa Mae Anayatin, MINCODE
Mr. Rolando Cusi, NCSD
Mr. Narciso San Miguel, APPEND

Recommended the continuous sharing of
information to partner social enterprises on
government’s COVID-19 support and other support
programs for MSMEs
Approved the Management’s recommendation to
fully support the PRESENT Coalition in lobbying for
the PRESENT Bill and defer the advocacy to pursue
SE provisions in the Magna Carta for MSMEs until
further notice
Reviewed the tool on FSSI members’ profile, which
includes information on their programs, strengths,
and expertise as a baseline to promote 3BL,
increase their participation in FSSI’s 3BL activities,
and promote collaboration among members

Investment and Finance
Committee (IFC)

Good Governance Committee
(GGC)

Chairperson: Ms. Christie Rowena Plantilla, FPSDC
Vice Chairperson: Mr. Lauro Millan, NCCP
Members:		
Ms. Ana Ziela Monterola, PCF
Ms. Victoria Tamano, VICTO National
Mr. Benedict Balderrama, PHILSSA
Mr. Elvin Ivan Uy, PBSP
Mr. Norman Joseph Jiao, AF
Mr. Narciso San Miguel, APPEND

Chairperson: Mr. Edil Guyano, NASSA
Members:		
Mr. Benedict Balderrama, PHILSSA
Ms. Norlyn Dalumpienes, MASS-SPECC
Ms. Julieta Manlapaz, PCA
Ms. Marie Marguerite Lopez, FDC

Committee Decisions:
Proposed revisions to the 2021 Development Services
unit (DSU) quarterly targets and the revised 2021 budget
Endorsed the placement of FSSI’s dollar funds in a
medium-term fixed income dollar fund of one of the fund
managers of FSSI
Endorsed the writing off of four (4) delinquent accounts

Committee Decisions:
Follow through on 2021 Board
Assessment recommendations

Projects Committee (PROCOM)
Chairperson: Ms. Agnes Bolanos, MINCODE
Vice Chairperson: Mr. Lauro Millan, NCCP
Members:		
Mr. Edil Guyano, NASSA
Ms. Julieta Manlapaz, PCA
Mr. Romulo Mandalupe, PCF
Mr. Reuel Velarde, PhilNet-RDD
Ms. Caroline Ubalde, WAND
Ms. Christie Rowena Plantilla, FPSDC
Mr. Nestor Carbonera, PHILDHRRA
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Committee Decisions:
Reviewed 14 projects worth 141.5 million
Recommended adjustments in FSSI’s interest rate
policy
Recommended adjustment in provision for loan loss

Internal Affairs Committee (IAC)
Chairperson: Mr. Nestor Carbonera, PHILDHRRA
Vice Chairperson: Mr. Lauro Millan, NCCP
Members:
Mr. Edil Guyano, NASSA
Mr. Leo Locaberte, VICTO National
Atty. Andrea Lizares Si, WAND

Endorsed revised DSU performance standards per position
Reviewed and endorsed Guidelines for FSSI’s existing Code
of Conduct concerning harmony and good order, safety and
decency at work, and public morals:
- Child Protection
- Sexual Exploitation, Abuse and Harassment
(SEAH)
Endorsed the guidelines on
- Upward appraisal
- Use of core values as performance factors
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FSSI Board of Trustees

FSSI Board of Trustees

FSSI Staff
Jerome Ignacio

Dodo Macasaet

Bluey Sarmiento

Leah Embuido

Irene Fernandez
Sylvia O. Paraguya
(until October 2021)
Chairperson I NATCCO

Martin F. Lasaga III
(October 2021 to present)
Chairperson I NATCCO

Mark Tañedo

Erness Guinto

Anne Rivera

Celina Rosete
Carol Cepeda

Lauro C. Millan
Vice Chairperson | NCCP

Kaye Mogul

Mia Dionisio

Agnes S. Bolanos
Auditor | MINCODE

Management
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Jose C. Detablan
Member | VICTO National

Nestor R. Carbonera
Member | PHILDHRRA

Mark Dennis Y.C. Joven
Ex-officio Member |
Department of Finance

Atty. Alexes Enriquez
Assistant Corporate Secretary
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Marlon Desiar

Christie Rowena C. Plantilla
Treasurer | FPSDC
Leng Abella

Elvin Ivan Y. Uy
Secretary | PBSP

Ros Velasco

Near Lascano

Yollie Larin

Doreen Erasga

Reymund Alimpuangon

Sixto Donato C. Macasaet		
Executive Director
Jerome Ignacio			
Assistant Director for Development Services
Irene Fernandez			
Partnerships Unit (PU) Manager
Jocelyn Tionloc			
Project Officer – PU (until February 2021)
Erness Emmanuel Guinto		
Project Officer – Investing in Women Project
Ma. Leah Marissa Embuido		
Financial Services Unit (FSU) Manager
Mark Andre Tañedo			
Credit Officer
Arlene Sarmiento			
Credit Officer
Anne Marie Lou Rivera		
Financial Services Assistant
Glen Olasiman Jr.			
Remedial/Credit Officer
Alvin Arada			
Remedial/Credit Officer (until May 2021)
Aida Baltazar			
Project Development and Monitoring Unit (PDMU) Manager
				(until May 2021)
Celina Rosete			
Project Officer – PDMU
Levin Garcia			
Project Officer – PDMU (until October 2021)
Caroline Cepeda			
Project Development Assistant
Althea Ceria			
Knowledge Management, Advocacy
				
and Communications (KMAC) Manager (until July 2021)
Rocel Johanne Velasco		
KMAC Officer
Marlon Desiar			
Finance Manager
Christine Tesorero			
Finance Manager (until June 2021)
Ailenor DC Abella			
Finance Officer
Raquel Mogul			Bookkeeper
Enerisa Lascano			Cashier
Marian Doreen Erasga		
Human Resources and Administrative (HRA) Manager
Mia Cristina Dionisio		
HRA Assistant
Yolanda Larin			
Office Assistant
Reymund Alimpuangon		
Messenger/Utility
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The financial statements of FSSI for year 2021 were audited by Roxas Cruz Tagle and Co.,
and the audited financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees on May 6, 2022.

FINANCIAL REPORT

AUDITOR’S REPORT
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STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
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STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE LOSS
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
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Orders
Copies of this annual report can be ordered from FSSI’s Knowledge
Management, Advocacy, and Communications (KMAC) Unit
A digital copy is available at FSSI’s official website www.fssi.com.ph
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